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Abstract. A competence guided casebase maintenance algorithm re-
tains a case in the casebase if it is useful to solve many problems and
ensures that the casebase is highly competent in the global sense. In
this paper, we address the compositional adaptation process (of which
single case adaptation is a special case) during casebase maintenance
by proposing a case competence model for which we propose a measure
called retention score to estimate the retention quality of a case. We also
propose a revised algorithm based on the retention score to estimate the
competent subset of the casebase. We used regression datasets to test
the effectiveness of the competent subset obtained from the proposed
model. We also applied this model in a tutoring application and ana-
lyzed the competent subset of concepts in tutoring resources. Empirical
results show that the proposed model is effective and overcomes the limi-
tation of footprint based competence model in compositional adaptation
applications.

Keywords: Casebase Maintenance, Case Competence, Footprint based
Competence model, Compositional Adaptation

1 Introduction

Case Based Reasoning(CBR) systems solve new problems by retrieving similar
past problems from a casebase and adapting their solutions. The adaptation
process can be done in two ways - single case adaptation and compositional
adaptation. In single case adaptation, the solution of a single case can be adapted
to solve the target problem whereas in compositional adaptation the solutions
from multiple cases are combined to produce a new composite solution [16].
Casebase Maintenance is a branch of CBR, which aims at looking into the quality
of cases that should be retained in the casebase; the goal is often to maintain
a compressed casebase that can solve new problems effectively [12]. We need to
ensure that the cases in the compressed casebase would be able to be retrieved
and adapted for a wide range of problems in the casebase. Thus, the competence
of a casebase can be determined by the ability of the cases in the casebase to
solve a large number of problems. A competence guided casebase maintenance
algorithm retains a case in the casebase if it is useful to solve many problems and
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ensures that the casebase is highly competent in the global sense [13]. For this,
it is important to mark the cases that are involved in both the single case and
compositional adaptation process in the past so that we can use this knowledge
to measure coverage.

Footprint-based retrieval [15] is an efficient retrieval approach in CBR, which
guides the search procedure using a case competence model [14]. This approach
identifies a compact competent subset of the casebase called footprint set, us-
ing the case competence model. However, the competence model used in the
footprint-based approach covers only the situation where a single case is adapted
to solve a problem. It turns out that many CBR applications require composi-
tional adaptation for their adaptation process. In such cases, the dependency
between the cases has to be taken into consideration when we estimate the com-
petence of each case in the casebase. To the best of our knowledge, no previous
work has attempted to address the maintenance of casebase which requires com-
positional adaptation. So, we are motivated by the research question, “How can
we model a competence guided casebase maintenance model where the adaptation
process involves compositional adaptation?”

In this paper, we propose a new competence model which can be applied in
an application that involves compositional adaptation (of which the single case
adaptation is a special case). This model is based on a measure called retention
score which estimates the retention quality of a case in the casebase. We also
propose a revised approach to identify the footprint set where compositional
adaptation is required. Section 2 reviews the literature on case competence model
and footprint-based approach in particular. Section 3 summarizes the research in
compositional adaptation applications and illustrates the flaw of footprint-based
approach when used compositional adaptation applications. Our approach to
measure the retention quality and the revised footprint approach are described
in Section 4 using examples based on synthetic casebases. Section 5 presents
the empirical results obtained on synthetically generated datasets. In Section
6, we demonstrate the proposed approach in a tutoring application and show
the importance of the retention score measure with the support of experimental
results.

2 Footprint-based Approach

In Case Based Reasoning, the impact of utility depends on the size and growth
of the casebase. Since efficiency (and on occasions effectiveness) is adversely
affected in the presence of large number of not-so-useful cases, it is desirable to
weed out such cases. Markovitch and Scott [5] have characterized an information
filtering approach based on selective utilization and selective retention strategies
to deal with the utility problem. This selective utilization and selective retention
strategies ensure that stored knowledge is genuinely useful, and the performance
will not be affected by the deletion of any information. In [13], Smyth and Keane
introduced a case competence model to guide the learning and deletion of cases.
The competence of a CBR system is the range of target problems that the given
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system can solve. The global competence of a system also relies on the local
problem-solving properties such as the coverage and reachability of each case.
For the purpose of defining these properties, Smyth and McKenna [15] defined a
relation solves between a case c and a target problem t as c solves t (solves(c, t))
and this relation is defined as in Def 1.

Def 1. solves(c, t) iff c is retrieved and c can be adapted for t

Using this relation the competence properties such as coverage and reacha-
bility of each individual case is defined as in the Def 2 and 3 respectively.

Def 2. Coverage(c) = {c′ ∈ C : solves(c, c′)}

Def 3. Reachability(c) = {c′ ∈ C : solves(c′, c)}

Global competence of a casebase is a function of how the local competences
of the cases interact when they are combined. When there is any overlap be-
tween the coverage of cases in the casebase, its individual contribution may not
contribute globally [14]. The unique competence contribution of an individual
case to solve a target problem depends on the presence of alternate solutions for
the target problem. Smyth and McKnenna [15] defined a measure called relative
coverage based on the idea that if a case c can be solved by n other cases then
each of the n cases will get a contribution of 1/n from c to their relative cov-
erage measures. Thus, relative coverage provides a mechanism to estimate the
contribution of each case to global competence.

RelativeCoverage(c) =
∑

c′∈Coverage(c)

1

|Reachability(c′)|
(1)

The maintenance strategy of the casebase becomes more and more critical in
real-world situations. Competence directed casebase maintenance should delete
irrelevant cases that guide the casebase to maximizes its competence [13]. Smyth
and McKenna [15] estimated the set of cases that is to be retained using the
relative coverage measure where the final set (i.e. footprint set) contains cases
with large competence contributions and this set covers the rest of the cases
in the casebase. For the construction of footprint set, first the cases are sorted
in the descending order of the relative coverage values and then each case is
added to the footprint set in this order only if the current footprint does not
already cover it. As the cases are sorted based on the relative coverage, the
larger competent cases will get added before the smaller competent cases and
thus keep the footprint size to a minimum. The retrieval strategy based on this
footprint set is not only a simple and novel approach but also it directs the use
of competence model to guide the retrieval process. However, the relation solves
considers only a single case for adaptation while estimating the footprint set.

3 Compositional Adaptation

In compositional adaptation, solutions from multiple similar cases are combined
to obtain a new solution for a query problem. For example, in a regression setting
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where the data instances are the cases, the solutions from the k-nearest neigh-
bor cases can be adapted to predict the target value of the corresponding case
[10]. In the Airquap CBR system for predicting pollution levels, the solution to
the target problem is the mean value of the solutions of the most similar cases
[3]. Arshadi et. al [1] proposed an approach for designing a tutoring library by
applying compositional adaptation. This method identifies the books or parts
of the book for the user’s search topic in the library by combining the solutions
of the similar past requests by other users. Atzmueller et. al [2] examined the
compositional case adaptation approach in the multiple disorder situation dur-
ing medical diagnosis. The proposed approach identifies the solution based on
the solutions of the k most similar cases. In [8], Muller et. al attempted the
compositional adaptation of cooking recipes by decomposing the cooking recipe
cases into reusable streams [9]. The adaptation process compensates the defi-
ciencies of the retrieved recipe by replacing the retrieved one with the streams
of appropriate cooking recipes.

Fig. 1: An example of casebase where compositional adaptation is involved

We illustrate the drawback of the competence model in footprint-based ap-
proach when the adaptation process involves compositional adaptation. Fig 1
shows a network of cases where each node represents cases and an edge from one
case (say c1) to other case (say c2) indicates that the case c1 can be retrieved
and its solution can be adapted to solve c2. As per the definition of solves in Def
1, the edge c1 → c2 implies c1 solves c2. The arc (AND arc) between the edges
represents compositional adaptation. For example, the arc between the edges
c1 → c3 and c2 → c3 in the network indicates that the composite solution of the
case c1 and c2 can solve the problem c3. It is to be noted that neither case c1 nor
c2 can solve c3 in isolation. The footprint-based approach discussed in Section
2 cannot have the AND arcs between incoming edges, and outputs a footprint
set {c1} corresponding to this network. Though Smyth et. al [15] proposed the
footprint approach such that the footprint set covers the entire casebase, the
footprint set identified for the casebase in Fig 1 solves all the cases in the net-
work only when compositional adaptation is not taken into consideration. For
example, case c3 cannot be solved by this footprint set as the case c3 needs case
c2 which is not present in the footprint set, apart from c1 to solve it. The current
competence model has to be enhanced to include compositional adaptation.

4 Approach

In this section, we present a case competence model which covers the compo-
sitional adaptation (CA) process. Compositional adaptation composes a new
solution by combining the solutions of multiple cases; cases which are used for
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adapting the new solution form an AND relation. It is possible to have multi-
ple adapted solutions (either single case or compositional) for a target problem.
These multiple solutions for a target problem shape an OR relation. The AND
relation implies all the cases that are part of this relation are required to adapt a
new solution and the OR relation indicates any of the cases can solve the target
problem. The casebase is comprised of AND-OR relations between cases (or a
disjunction over conjunctions). We assume that the compositional adaptation
operator is a disjunction over conjunctions.

We define the relation solvesCA in the context of compositional adaptation
corresponding to the relation solves in Def 1. For a casebase C, solvesCA is
defined in Def 4.

Def 4. A set of cases C′ ⊂ C solvesCA a target problem t if and only if all
the cases in C′ are retrievable for t and the solutions of the cases in C′ can be
adapted to solve t.

For example, in Fig 1 the combined solution of the cases c1 and c2 solves the
problem c3 i.e,. solvesCA(C′, c3) where C′ = {c1, c2}. As compared to the Smyth’s
competence model [14] which considers c1 solving c3 independent of c2, here we
need to model the fact that the cases c1 and c2 cannot individually solve the
target problem. We exploit solvesCA in the competence model and redefine the
coverageCA and reachabilityCA as in Def 5 and Def 6. The CoverageCA is defined
for a set of cases and ReachabilityCA is defined for each case. Each element in
ReachabilityCA of a case c is a set of cases which can be used for either single
case or compositional adaptation to solve the target c.

Def 5. CoverageCA(C′ ⊂ C) = {c ∈ C : solvesCA(C′, c)}

Def 6. ReachabilityCA(c) = {C′ ⊂ C : solvesCA(C′, c)}

For example, in Fig 1 CoverageCA(c1, c2) = {c3} and ReachabilityCA(c4) =
{{c1, c2, c5}, {c3}}. The dependency between the cases in solving the problems
has to be considered when we estimate the competence of each case in the
casebase. Finally, this should reflect in the footprint set.

We propose a measure called retention score which orders the cases by con-
sidering compositional adaptation based on the extent to which a case is to be
retained in the casebase. This measure quantifies the competence of a case in the
casebase. Then, we propose a modified algorithm of Smyth’s footprint [15] iden-
tification called footprintCA algorithm which identifies the footprintCA which
reflects compositional adaptation.

4.1 Retention Score

The retention score is a measure which quantifies the importance of a case in
terms of whether it is required to be retained in the casebase or not. To illustrate
the idea of retention score, consider the graphs constructed out of synthetic
casebases in Fig 2 and Fig 3. In the first one, the cases c1 and c2 are essential to
retain as both are required to cover the other cases c3 and c4. However, in the
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second one the case c1 requires c2 to solve c3, and both c2 and c5 to solve c4. The
factors that determine the retention quality of a case are the range of problems
that it solves and the number of cases that are required to solve those problems.
In a casebase, we would like to retain fewer good retention quality cases that
cover more useful cases. To estimate the retention score, we define two terms -
covered cases and support cases.

Fig. 2: Synthetic network 1

Fig. 3: Synthetic network 2

The covered cases of a case c (CoveredCases(c))
include all the cases that c can be used to solve ei-
ther on its on, or in conjunction with other cases.
For example, CoveredCases(c1) in the network
shown in Fig 2 is {c3, c4}.

The support cases of a case ci to solve the
problem cj (SupportCases(ci, cj)) is the set of
cases that the case ci requires to solve cj . For ex-
ample, in Fig 3 the SupportCases(c1, c3) is {c2}
and the SupportCases(c1, c4) is {c2, c5}.

The proposed measure for retention score is
based on these two sets and it is based on the
idea that a case has high retention score if
it can solve several cases that have high retention score with as few
cases that have high retention score. More precisely, the retention score of
a case is high if there are more covered cases that have high retention score with
less number of support cases that have high retention score. Using this idea we
came across the recursive formulation as given in Equation 2.

RetentionScorek+1(c) =
∑

ci∈CoveredCases(c)

RetentionScorek(ci)∑
cj∈SupportCases(c,ci)

RetentionScorek(cj) + 1
(2)

where RetentionScorek+1(c) is the retention score of a case c at k+1th iteration.
Each covered case contributes to the estimation of the retention score based on
its retention score and the retention score of the support cases that solve this
covered case. The addition of 1 in the denominator is to handle the situation
when a case does not need any support case to solve the corresponding covered
case. For the first iteration of the retention score estimation, the retention score
of a case c can be estimated as,

RetentionScore0(c) =
∑

ci∈CoveredCases(c)

1
1+|{C′ : C′∈ReachabilityCA(ci) and c6∈C′}|

1 + |SupportCases(c, ci)|
(3)

The numerator part for each covered case ci in Equation 3 captures the individual
contribution of c in solving ci. The contribution of c in solving ci is high if c
is involved in all the solutions of ci. Thus, the individual contribution of c to
solve ci decreases with increase in the number of alternate solutions which do
not contain c. The denominator of Equation 3 ensures that the retention score
increases with decrease in the number of support cases that c requires to solve
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ci and vice versa. The addition of 1 in the denominator handles the situation
when there are no supporting cases.

The retention score recursively measures the global competence of each case
in the casebase. The recursive formulation of retention score captures the transi-
tive solving property of cases. For example, if a case c1 solves c2 and c2 solves c3,
then c1’s contribution in solving c3 will also be captured. But, relative coverage
measure used in the footprint-based approach [15] cannot reveal the transitive
coverage of a case. The relative coverage measure express only the individual con-
tribution of each case irrespective of the requirements of other cases in solving
a target problem.

Fig. 4: A sample Casebase
graph

Case (c) c1 c2 c3 c4 c5

RetentionScore(c) 2 1.75 1.29 1.23 1

RelativeCoverage(c) 2.25 1.75 0.25 0.5 0.25

Table 1: RetentionScore and RelativeCoverage of
cases

In Fig 4, the graph of the casebase example has been reproduced from Fig 1.
The retention score of the cases in the network become stable after 15 iterations.
The scores are given in Table 1. We normalize the retention score values to range
1 to 2 after each iterations. The ordering based on retention score is obtained as
c1, c2, c3, c4, c5. The case c1 secured highest retention score as it covers two cases
without any supporting cases and two other cases with support cases. Though c3
needs no support cases, its score is less due to the lack of its coverage. However,
the case c4 has even lesser score than c3 although it covers same number of
covered cases with no support cases. This is because, the covered case of c4
i.e., c5 can be alternatively solved by c1 which has more coverage. However, the
relative coverage values of the cases shown in Table 1 shows that the values are
estimated only based on the participation of solving a target case. For example,
the case c5 secures a relative coverage value as it helps in solving c4 irrespective
of the requirement of c1 and c2 in solving c4. This notion has been captured by
the retention score.

4.2 FootprintCA Algorithm

The footprint algorithm proposed by Smyth et. al [15] does not consider com-
positional adaptation while constructing the footprint set. We modified the
Smyth’s footprint algorithm to obtain the footprintCA set and the algorithm is
described in Algorithm 1. This algorithm estimates the footprint by adding the
cases in the decreasing order of retention score if none of the composite solu-
tion of a case is present in the footprint set. Thus the cases with high retention
quality are added before the cases with less retention quality, and thus help to
keep the good quality cases in the footprint set. We preserve the retention score
ordering of cases in the final footprint set. In this way, the footprintCA set for
the example in Fig 1 is obtained as {c1, c3}. It may be noted that this set can
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Algorithm 1: FootprintCA algorithm

Input: Cases sorted based on retention score, Output: FootprintCA (FP)
Cases ← Sorted cases according to their retention score
FP ← {}
Changes ← true
while Changes do

Changes ← false
for each c ∈ Cases do

if none of the composite solution of c is a subset of FP then
Changes ← true
Add c to FP

cover all concepts in the given network whereas the Smyth’s footprint set {c1}
which is based on relative coverage cannot cover all the cases in the network.

5 Evaluation

We empirically tested the proposed competence model by using synthetic regres-
sion datasets.The datasets are generated based on the factors like dimensions,
the number of data points, the distance between neighbors, and non-linearity.
The generation process of datasets used for analysis are illustrated below.

1. Synthetic data 1: y = x1 +x2 +x3 +x4 +x5 +x6 +x7 +x8 +x9 +x10 +noise
2. Synthetic data 2: y = x4

1 + x3
2 + x2

3 + x4 + cos2(x5) +noise
3. Synthetic data 3: y = sin(x1x2) +

√
x3x4 + cos2(x5) + x6x7 + x8 + x9 + x10

+noise

The data points across each dimension of all the datasets are sampled uniformly
with values between 0 and 10; we added a random gaussian noise with mean 0
and standard deviation 10. The structure of the datasets are - Synthetic data 1 is
linear and high dimensional; Synthetic data 2 is nonlinear and low dimensional;
Synthetic data 3 is nonlinear and high dimensional.

5.1 Experimental Setup

Each data instance is considered as a case in the casebase and each case is
assumed to be solved by the compositional adaptation solution of its k-nearest
neighbor cases. Thus the casebase graph contains cases as nodes, and edges from
the k-nearest neighbors of each case which are connected to it by an AND arc.
Then the footprintCA set is estimated using this graph and is compared with
the footprintOR

1 set which is obtained from the same graph by removing the
composition (AND) condition. The experiments are done with k=1,2 and 4 and
by varying the number of instances (casebase size) from 10 to 100. At k=1, the
adaptation process uses a single case; multiple cases are used when k> 1.

1 We refer the Smyth’s footprint set [15] as the footprintOR set
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5.2 Evaluation Criteria

The analysis of the footprint size is one of the common criteria for evaluation.
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Fig. 5: Footprint size analysis

However, the size of both the footprint sets
are not strictly comparable as the footprintCA

is expected to have more cases than the
footprintOR set due to composition condi-
tion in the former set. Fig 5 illustrates that
the footprintOR size is less compared to
footprintCA. The size of footprintOR decreases
with increase in the value of k where as the
size of footprintCA increases with increase in
the value of k. For a high value of k, more
cases are involved in compositional adaptation
during which the footprintOR size compresses
more and thereby loses composition knowledge of adaptation. Hence, we propose
two measures to estimate the effectiveness of footprintCA obtained based on the
retention score in a compositional adaptation application - casebase coverage and
footprint sanity measure. We compare the results obtained over the footprintCA

with the footprintOR set computed using the relative coverage measure in the
same application.
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Fig. 6: Casebase Coverage by FootprintOR

Casebase Coverage The essential idea of the footprint set is that the footprint
cases solve all the cases in the casebase. The casebase coverage of a footprint set
fp is measured as follows,

Casebase Coverage(fp) =
|Cases that are solved by fp|

Casebase Size
(4)

The main aim of this evaluation measure is to examine the effectiveness of
footprintCA and footprintOR in the compositional adaptation application. As
footprintCA is formulated for compositional adaptation; this set is expected to
cover the entire casebase. However, the usefulness of footprintCA set can be
observed by analyzing the casebase coverage of footprintOR set.

We analyzed that footprintCA has full casebase coverage all the dataset.
However, the footprintOR set covers the entire casebase only when k=1. The
analysis of coverage on footprint set is illustrated in Fig 6. We can observe
that the percentage of coverage increases with increase in the number of data
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points when k=2 in all the datasets. Also, the coverage percentage decreases
with increase in the value of k. The reason behind this is that the increase in the
number of neighbors decreases the size of footprint set and there by reduces its
effectiveness. This indicates the ineffectiveness of the footprintOR set to apply it
in compositional adaptation applications.

Sanity Check To measure the sanity of the footprint set, we found a method to
identify a set of cases that can cover the entire casebase using a graph-theoretic
approach. We estimate the footprint set from the case network that is constructed
using the relation solvesCA. In the same network, if we repeatedly remove the
cases that do not solve any other cases until there are no such cases, the final
network turns out to be a compressed set of cases that can solve all the cases
in the casebase transitively. This final network is called the kernel of the case
network. The algorithm for computing the kernel is given in Algorithm 2. Though
there is no ordering of cases provided within the kernel, the cases in the kernel
are the potential cases that can be presented in a footprint set. So, we compare
the cases in the footprint set and kernel. The sanity measure is defined as,

Sanity rate =
|footprint cases ∩ kernel cases|

|kernel cases|
× 100 (5)

This idea is adapted from [6] where Masse et. al estimate the grounding kernel of
a dictionary graph where the graph is constructed from word definitions. Here
the grounding kernel turns out to be the set of words from which the entire
dictionary words have been defined.

Algorithm 2: Computing the Kernel of the Case Network

Input: Case Network G, Output: Kernel K
K← G do

Let C be the set of cases (vertices) in K
U← {v ∈ C : out-degree of v in K = 0}
Remove all elements in U from K

while U == ∅;

In Fig 7, the sanity rate of footprintCA and footprintOR are compared in all
the three datasets for 1nn, 2nn, 4nn and various casebase sizes. We can observe
that footprintCA has high sanity rate for all the results with k=2,4, and there is
a significant difference in the sanity rate between footprintCA and footprintOR

sets. At k=1 (single case adaptation), both the methods are performing similar
which indicates that footprintCA is as good as footprintOR in the single case
adaptation process.

We also check the sanity of the footprint sets by performing a reconstruction
of noisy compression of the regression data using the footprint sets as a set
of representative cases. In order to test the quality of the reconstruction of
footprint sets, we performed a regression analysis where we used each footprint
set as the the training data. The test data are the cases that belong to neither
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Fig. 7: Sanity Rate of footprint cases in Synthetic Datasets

the footprintCA set nor the footprintOR set. The reconstruction error (RE) is
evaluated by the mean square error and we compared the reconstruction error
obtained by both the training data. The comparison of results for all the three
synthetic datasets are shown in Figure 8. The comparison is done based on the
percentage of the difference between the reconstruction error received by the
two training sets, with respect to the footprintOR set error. The comparison
measure is given in Equation 6. As we compute the reduction with respect to
the footprint set, a high error percentage indicates a significant improvement by
the footprintCA set.

Reduction w.r.t footprintOR RE =
footprintOR RE− footprintCA RE

footprintOR RE
× 100 (6)
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Fig. 8: Reconstruction Error (RE) Analysis

The k value for finding the neighbors is varied from 1 to 4. At k = 1, the
reduction is close to zero which indicates footprintCA and footprintOR perform
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similarly in single case adaptation. For k > 1 and casebase size =10, we can ob-
serve a high reduction which signifies a notable improvement by the footprintCA

set. This reveals the sanity of the retention score.

6 FootprintCA in Tutoring Application

Encyclopedic resources like Wikipedia and dictionary do not have rich peda-
gogical content, tailored to suit the users learning goals [7]. The concepts in
Wikipedia (articles) as well as in dictionary (words) are not arranged in a learn-
ing order where as an ideal textbook explains a concept before referring it which
results in a sequential order for learning [11]. So, sequencing the concepts in
Wikipedia like resources may help the online learners to fulfill their learning
goal. Each article in Wikipedia is explained in terms of other articles which, in
turn explained using other articles. These articles are interconnected using hyper-
links. In the CBR perspective, Wikipedia articles are the cases and the concepts
in Wikipedia that help in understanding a target concept are composed together
to explain the target [7]. Hence, those set of cases acts as a composite solution of
the target. The definition of a Wikipedia article can be approximated as the first
sentence in the article [17]. So, the articles pointed to, by hyperlinks in the first
sentence can be assumed as the concepts or cases that help in understanding
the corresponding concept. We can construct a graph of Wikipedia casebase by
marking these set of concepts as the cases that provide one composite solution
for a Wikipedia article. In such graph, it is possible to adapt many composite so-
lutions to explain a concept by using the transitivity property of the graph. This
is because every Wikipedia concept is explained in terms of other concepts. Fig
9 illustrates an example of casebase graph constructed from English Wikipedia.
Each node corresponds to Wikipedia articles. The Edges are drawn from the
concepts in the first sentence of each article. For example, the concept atom is
explained in terms of chemical element and matter. Hence, the arc between the
edges from chemical element and matter to atom which forms an AND relation
indicates that the cases chemical element and matter are composed together to
explain atom.

Fig. 9: An example of Casebase network
from Wikipedia

Concepts Retention Score

Atom 2.0

Matter 1.19

Chemical Element 1.18

Chemical Compound 1.12

Chemical Bond 1

Table 2: Retention score values

We can construct a casebase graph for a given topic, and our case competence
model can identify a competent subset of concepts which covers the rest of the
concepts in that topic. The retention score ordering implies the importance of
each concept based on the extent to which the concept to be retained. A concept
with high retention value is likely to be a basic concept as its coverage will be
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high due to its repetitive usage in defining other concepts. Thus, the ordering
based on retention score provides an order in which one can learn the entire set
of concepts under a specific topic.

The retention scores obtained for the Wikipedia concepts in the network
shown in Fig 9 are given in Table 2. The footprintCA set for this example is
obtained as {atom, chemical element, chemical compound}. This set can cover
the entire casebase. The ordering of elements in the footprintCA set indicates the
learning ordering where the position in the order implies the level of completion
of learning. For example, let the learning goal be Chemical Compound. To satisfy
the learning goal, one can learn the concepts in footprintCA in the retention score
ordering. While learning each concept in the footprintCA, the concepts that are
solved by the elements in footprintCA can be learnt. Note that these concepts
may not be present in the footprintCA set. A learner who is familiar with any of
the concept in footprintCA can skip all the concepts that are positioned before
this concept in the footprintCA. This is because a concept subsumes all the
previously present concepts in footprintCA. Thus, footprintCA and the retention
score ordering helps a learner to satisfy his/her goal.

6.1 Empirical Results

The effectiveness of retention score and footprintCA set is analyzed on the case-
base extracted from the Wikipedia and dictionary. We extracted the articles in
Wikipedia Artificial Intelligence (AI) category2 and sub-categories up to three
levels. The composed solution cases of each article are marked from the hyperlink
articles that are present in the first sentence. This casebase (wikiAI) contains
6,536 cases. In the dictionary, concepts (cases) are the words that are defined
in it and the content words in the definition are marked as the cases that are
used for compositional adaptation to define a word. We make simplifying as-
sumptions that the words in the dictionary are sense disambiguated. So, the
content words present in the first definition of the first sense is considered as
the composed solution of each word. Thus, we have taken definitions from the
Longman dictionary of contemporary English (ldoce) and WordNet (wn). The
graph constructed from this casebase results in an AND-OR graph due to the
presence of multiple compositional solutions. Thus, we have 81,653 cases in the
casebase. Similarly, other casebases are constructed using only WordNet (wn)
and only Longman dictionary (ldoce). The wn casebase includes 79,582 cases
and ldoce casebase contains 26,984 cases. All these four casebases are used for
the analysis of retention score and footprintCA in tutoring application.

Casebase Coverage We analyzed the casebase coverage by the footprintCA set
and footprintOR set in all the casebases. The footprintCA is observed as covering
the full casebase whereas the footprintOR set does not cover the entire casebase
due to the presence of AND composition. Thus, the entire dictionary words
can be defined using the words in the footprintCA. We analyzed the casebase

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Artificial_intelligence
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coverage by the footprintOR and this is shown in Fig 10. In all the casebases
except wikiAI, the footprintOR set solves only less than 30% of the cases in the
casebase. The higher coverage of footprintOR in wikiAI can be because of the
less number of hyperlinks in the first sentence of each article which is considered
as the cases in the composed solution.
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Fig. 10: Casebase Coverage of
FootprintOR
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Fig. 11: Sanity Rate Analysis

Sanity Check The sanity of the footprintCA and footprintOR are analyzed
using the sanity rate formulated in Section 5.2. The results are given in Fig 11.
We can observe that the sanity rate of footprintCA cases in all the casebases
are more than 65% and that of footprintOR cases are less than 20% except the
wikiAI dataset which might be due to the lack of compositional information in
the dataset. This indicates that the footprintCA set is useful for compositional
adaptation applications.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We start with the observation that the Smyth’s footprint-based approach [15] is
not designed for compositional adaptation applications. We proposed a measure
called retention score to estimate the retention quality of a case that involves
compositional adaptation. Using the retention score, we proposed a revised ap-
proach to identify the footprintCA set where compositional adaptation is re-
quired. We tested the effectiveness of the footprintCA using regression datasets
and compared it with the Smyth’s footprint set. The empirical results demon-
strated the improved performance of our model when compositional adaptation
is required; the proposed model performs equally well as Smyth’s model during
single case adaptation process. We also illustrated and tested the effectiveness
of our method in a tutoring application which uses compositional adaptation.

The proposed retention score measure assumes that the compositional adap-
tation operator is a disjunction over conjunctions which makes a hard-AND rela-
tion between the cases that solves a problem using compositional adaptation. In
some applications, the soft-AND relation might solve the problem. For example,
the mean value of the solutions of the similar cases is taken as the composed
solution for the target problem in applications such as pollution prediction in
Aiquap CBR system [3]. The dropping of any of the similar cases might not
affect the resulting solution. It would be interesting to introduce the softness in
the retention score.
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